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INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY BY THE CHAIR

Charity. Education. Business
A Winning Partnership
Since its inception in February 2011 ROK has come a long way. Testament to that is the number of
students we have reached in that time – being close to 5,200. We have the example of Myles Mugo
who was one of ROK’s first mentees who is now a ROK Ambassador and on the Operations Board. I
can speak directly to that breadth and depth of reach, having been with ROK in various capacities for
over nine years.
Therefore, by 2019 ROK had a solid base of proven engagement with schools and young people to
take stock. The decision, rightly taken, in 2019 to down tools to closely regroup, reenergise and
strategise was needed to consolidate the work ROK was doing and prepare ROK for the next stage of
development. This period coincided with the global pandemic from near the start of 2020 which, with
hindsight, further confirmed that the regroup came at absolutely the right time.
ROK rose to the challenge and opportunities presented by the pandemic. It allowed ROK to expand
and reach out in ways we had not expected, as this document makes clear. The collaborations and
partnerships that have come to the fore during the period since 2020 would, dare I say, not have been
possible in the speed in which they have formed without the global events of the last two years
including the pandemic, the George Floyd murder and reiteration of the Black Lives Matter movement.
Denise Stephenson’s decision to give up her legal career to work with ROK full time on an unpaid basis
was both necessary to cope with the vast increase in person-power required by ROK, and again with
hindsight, timely. It meant that the various strands of ROK could continue to be knitted together. You
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see in this document the many partnerships that have arisen in this time, which could not have been
pursued nor solidified without someone spearheading that endeavour.
It is gratifying to see, in this overarching summary document, the substantial progress that ROK has
made in the period from September 2020 to August 2021 and beyond. To see how ROK has reached
the young people that we at ROK are passionate about reaching. I would therefore commend this
document to you as what can only be a whistle-stop through the progress.

The Importance of Partnerships Working together to
make change, despite difficult circumstances.
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Trustees' Annual Report ROK (Reach
Out 2 Kids) Ltd
Summary Review of period
1 September 2020 - 31 August 2021
ROK Achievements 2020/21
2020 was like for many others, a very difficult year for ROK. We had taken time out in 2019 to
regroup, reenergise and strategise after going full throttle for 8 years. Our small team of
dedicated volunteers and trustees were exhausted, we had to take some time out.
Just when we were ready to relaunch with our new objectives, the Covid-19 pandemic hit. Like for
millions of others, 2020 and the Covid pandemic brought us literally to a standstill. We were unable
to access schools, run our programmes or seek the engagement of corporate partners.
The Covid-19 pandemic, the murder of George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter movements in mid
2020 sadly, but fortunately, brought opportunities to ROK. We were being contacted, unsolicited, by
corporates looking to diversify their industry and their workplaces. They found ROK through internet
searches or through word of mouth and considered that there was alignment with the work we did
and the objectives they had, to reach out, engage and provide employment insights and opportunities
for children and young people from diverse and lower income communities. Connected to this, ROK’s
CEO Denise Stephenson was actively undertaking public speaking engagements on race and racism
through her own consultancy and on the back of this was able to secure a few important partners who
felt they had more work to do in this space.
Despite the challenges of the previous 18 months, 2021 saw ROK go from strength to strength,
with the rollout of a new programme of virtual events, exciting new partnerships and fantastic
fundraising efforts.

The partnership and collaboration with our corporate partners ensured that we were able to rely on
them to deliver our Careers and Mentoring programmes in a more dynamic and informed way, helping
us to open up diverse areas of industries for our students. This also enabled our volunteers to work
more consistently behind the scenes to help deliver the programmes.
During September 2020 - August 2021 we acquired a new school specifically for the ROK Innocent
Mentoring programme and 8 new corporate partners. The stakeholders as of 31 August 2021 were as
follows:
Stakeholders:
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Corporate partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schools:

Bupa
Jelly
Innocent
Multiverse
Optimizely
Sharpe Pritchard
Urenco
4 Brick Court Chambers

•
•
•

Clapton Girls’ Academy
Kensington Aldridge Academy
St Ignatius College

ROK corporate partners are committed to supporting the charity to meet its objectives. They do this
by providing financial and in-kind support. Financial contributions by Bupa, Sharpe Pritchard and
Urenco have enabled ROK to continue to subsidise, by 100%, the services provided to our partner
schools, who do not have budgets to pay for this. This support is vital in ensuring we can provide the
much-needed assistance to our schools, who otherwise would not be able to access the services
provided by ROK.
The in-kind contributions provided by Jelly, Optimizely, Multiverse and others mean that we make
significant costs and resource savings, which is crucial for our small charity.
Sessions delivered in the period

LOOKING BACK:
ROK PROGRAMMES 2021
March

May–June

August

ROK Roundtable Session, March: first
virtual session, 13 students, 6
companies, pre session survey gave
insight on impacts

ROK Careers Session: four members
from ROK presented two sessions for
each of our schools, introducing
ROK, giving an insight into our own
careers and answering questions –
50 students reached

Sharpe Pritchard Virtual Work
Experience, spaces allocated for
ROK students, 2 spaces taken

ROK Career Carousel: 180 students, 6
companies – good feedback, with
positive comments on the range of
professions showcased and the
qualifications required.

ROK Industry Specific Events - Working
with partner companies to deliver
bespoke sessions on their industries Creative Industry & Technology with
Q&A – 360 students reached

Launch of ROKxInnocent Mentoring
Programme: New programme, new
partnership, new school (KAA) 13
mentors, 10 students for 9 months.
Going v well!

April

June–July

October

Numbers of students reached: 615
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Pre-Covid we were delivering on average four in person careers programmes per year, excluding the
mentoring programme. Moving to a virtual space enabled us to deliver seven sessions between March
and July 2021, reaching 615 students. With the support of our partner companies, we were able to
provide insights into a wide variety of industries, from the creative industry (illustration and
animation) to tech and healthcare. We were able to secure a limited number of virtual work
experience placements through law firm, Sharpe Pritchard, which was generally extremely difficult to
arrange with companies at the time, due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. In April 2021, ROK
was appointed charity partner to deliver a mentoring programme for Innocent Drinks. The ROK
Innocent Mentoring Programme was a crucial step change for us. As a result, we had to create a new
mentoring programme for an older age group, secure a new school within the Ladbrook Grove area (a
new one for us), and formulate a relationship with a new corporate partner in a much more formal
way. All within six months. The ROK Innocent Mentoring Programme helped us to ensure ten students
from the local area were mentored for nine months by Innocent employees, appointed specifically by
Innocent to take part in the programme.
More details on the programmes delivered in 2021 can be found on page 12.
The end of August 2021 saw us in a much stronger position than we had been in August 2019 and
2020. We had, at the end of 2019, set out a full strategy in how to approach and reengage corporates,
following a decline in interest and engagement at the end of 2019 into 2020. In the end, we did not
have to utilise the strategy, the corporates came to us. We are not complacent about this fact. We
work closely with our corporate and school partners, but we understand that the objectives of the
charity and ensuring we continue to comply with our governance requirements are of utmost
importance. We undertake our due diligence through reviewing the operations of our corporate
partners carefully, examining their D&I strategy and objectives and any bad press before committing
to explore a relationship with them. On the other side we are constantly looking at the landscape and
the future, as the threat of the ‘conversation moving on’ and the risk of interest in improving equity,
diversity and inclusion waning, are real ones for us. We are in the process of planning for this and
ensuring that this is a long-term commitment for those we partner with and that we have mechanisms
in place to ensure this important work is kept on the agenda.
General note:
In 2021 Denise Stephenson gave up her legal career to work for ROK full time, this aided in the
development of our programmes of support and the new relationships which we were presented with.
Throughout 2021 this was an unpaid position due to limited funds available to ROK.
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Charity Information
CHARITY NAME: ROK (Reach Out 2 Kids) Ltd
COMPANY NUMBER: 07731076
CHARITY REGISTRATION NUMBER: 1166544
The trustees are pleased to present their annual report together with the company accounts for the
Charitable Company. The annual report is for the period 1 September 2020 - 31 August 2021, in line
with the accounting periods.
CHARITABLE COMPANY INFORMATION:
The directors (who are also the Charity’s trustees) who served during the period to the date of
approval of the accounts and for the purpose of this report are as follows:
Denise Stephenson - Founder and Director
Edward Flood - Treasurer and Chairman
Richard Blissett - Mentor Programme Lead
Michelle Edwards – HR and Policy Support
Yiminum Yangye - Legal Adviser
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Charity Information cont.
Registered address: 20-22 Wenlock Road, London, N1 7GU
Bankers: Barclays Bank
Accountants: Tussies Limited, Atherton Office, Units 5-7 Enterprise Centre, Bag Lane, Atherton,
Manchester M45 0JN
TRUSTEES’ DECLARATION ABOUT THE REPORT
The trustees of ROK are pleased to present their annual report for the year ending 31 August 2021.
Our consolidated accounts have been prepared and were submitted to Companies House and the
Charity Commissioner on 11 May 2022. A link to the submitted accounts is attached to this report at
Appendix 1. We confirm that the accounts have been prepared in accordance with the requirements
of the Companies Act.
The trustees also hereby confirm that they have complied with their duty to have due regard to the
guidance on public benefit published by the Charity Commission in exercising their powers or duties.
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Purposes, Aims and Operation of ROK
Reach Out 2 Kids (ROK) works with schools and businesses to introduce young people to a wide range
of career opportunities through the ROK careers programme, which includes presentations, careers
workshops, CV & interview workshops, and industry days, and the ROK mentoring programme.
ROK was formed initially as a non-profit organisation, in February 2011, to challenge racial and social
inequalities by effecting change in education and employment. We became a registered charity in
2016 and work across several London schools. ROK truly understands the struggles and barriers that
young people from diverse communities and lower income backgrounds face; most of our board have
lived experience, from our founder and trustees to our volunteers, most of whom are professionals
from diverse communities and lower income backgrounds.
Members of ROK have seen first-hand that there are key areas where racial prejudice and injustice
thrives in the UK: the criminal justice system, education and employment. We also know the negative
impact that racism has on public health and society as a whole and the Covid-19 pandemic has shone
a spotlight on this issue very starkly.
Our key objective is to use our professional network to reach out to young people in order to help
them recognise, that regardless of their race or socio-economic background, they are capable of great
things and can achieve anything. Our 11 years as a charity, and the combined lived experience of our
trustees and stakeholders puts us in a very strong position to effect change in these areas.
ROK's Charitable objects:
To act as a resource for children and young people between the age of 11 - 18 across the United
Kingdom by providing advice and assistance and organising programmes of educational and other
activities as a means of: (a) advancing in life and helping young people by developing their skills,
capacities and capabilities to enable them to participate in society as independent, mature and
responsible individuals; (b) advancing education; and (c) relieving unemployment.'
ROK's Vision:
To:
•effect positive change in the lives of thousands of young students from diverse communities, through
recognition of self-value, accessibility and opportunity to employment.
•remove racism and discrimination as barriers to educational achievement and employment
opportunity
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•ensure that schools and companies across London choose ROK as their partner charity when
considering how to bridge the gap between employment and education, specifically for young people
from diverse and lower income communities.
Legal Status and Governing Document
ROK is a charitable company limited by guarantee, incorporated on 5 August 2011 and registered as a
charity 14 April 2016. ROK’s Articles of Association was registered at the Charity Commission in August
2015.
The charity was established under a Memorandum of Association which established the objects and
powers of the charitable company and is governed under its Articles of Association. In the event of
the charity being dissolved members are required to contribute an amount not exceeding £1.
As the work of ROK has developed and grown in the past two years, trustees are in the process of
reviewing its governance and policies.

ROK’s People
The Charity is currently governed by a board of trustees assisted by non-trustee board members. The
directors of the company are also charity trustees for the purposes of charity law and under the
company’s Articles are known as Members, only trustees can be members of the Charity. All members
of the Charity give their time voluntarily and received no benefits from the charity and any expenses
reclaimed from the Charity are set out in the accounts. There are currently 5 trustees. We keep our
board of trustees under review and have set out in our constitution the process of appointing and
retiring trustees.
Trustees Board (throughout the period covered in the report):
Edward Flood (Chair)
Denise Stephenson
Richard Blissett
Yimi Yangye
Michelle Edwards
General Trustee Responsibilities
Strategic – defining and approving ROK’s mission in accordance with the charitable objects set out
in its scheme, strategic direction and aims, arriving at appropriate policy decisions to take them
forward and evaluating performance against agreed targets;
Stewardship – to have responsibility for the Charity's assets, their preservation and use, and
assessment of risks;
Monitoring – to oversee the effective management of the Charity and its services, including the
appointment of any employees and external advisors;
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Promotion of and advocacy of the Charity to external clients, partners and stakeholders;
Governance – ensuring that Governor business is conducted effectively and that recommended
good governance is followed;
Attendance – the Board meets four times a year.

Trustees Training
Most trustees are already familiar with the practical work of the charity as they have been involved in
the charity for a number of years, many from (almost) inception. All trustees have attended training
sessions led by the CEO to familiarise themselves with the charity and the context within which it
operates and the obligations placed on trustee members.
All trustees were involved in creating the main documents which set out the operational framework
for the charity including the Memorandum and Articles and setting out the future plans and objectives
of the charity. They are also familiar with the resources and current financial position of the Charity
as set out in the latest published accounts.
Because the Charity mainly works with young people all trustees have undergone enhanced checks
with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) and safeguarding training.
Operations Board:
Addy Omotajo
Adrian McLean
Angela Tomusange
Amber Barco
Deidre Toussaint

Femi Onipede
Lade Omisore
Myles Mugo
Nadia Ahmed

Shannon Pite
Tee Max

The operations board are highly valued, they influence the direction of ROK, volunteering their time
and expertise to implement the work.
Strategic – Supporting the CEO and the trustee board in agreeing the direction of ROK.
Implementation – to be at the forefront of ensuring ROK grows and develops as a charity.
Operational – to use their expertise to undertake tasks in line with the ROK vision.
Promotion - of and advocacy of ROK to external clients, partners and stakeholders.
Attendance – the Board meets once a month.
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Sessions Delivered in 2021: in detail
7 Virtual programmes (excluding October 2021 as outside the period)
Reach: over 600 students
Details:

Looking back:
ROK
Programmes
2021

March

April

May–June

June–July

August

October

ROK
Roundtable
Session,
March: first
virtual
session, 13
students, 6
companies,
pre session
survey gave
insight on
impacts

ROK Career
Carousel: 180
students, 6
companies –
good
feedback,
with positive
comments on
the range of
professions
showcased
and the
qualifications
required.

ROK Careers
Session: four
members
from ROK
presented two
sessions for
each of our
schools,
introducing
ROK, giving an
insight into
our own
careers and
answering
questions – 50
students
reached

ROK Industry
Specific
Events Working with
partner
companies to
deliver
bespoke
sessions on
their
industries Creative
Industry &
Technology
with Q&A –
360 students
reached

Sharpe
Pritchard
Virtual Work
Experience,
spaces
allocated for
ROK students,
2 spaces taken

Launch of
ROKxInnocent
Mentoring
Programme:
New
programme,
new
partnership,
new school
(KAA) 13
mentors, 10
students for 9
months.

Numbers of students reached: 615

ROK ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: At ROK's first roundtable of 2021 in March, students from Clapton
Girls' Academy and St Ignatius College Enfield spoke about how they felt the Covid-19 pandemic
affected their future employment prospects, while professionals from Jelly London, Episerver, Bupa
UK and Multiverse shared their expertise and provided advice on how to tackle the challenges raised.
ROK CAREERS CAROUSEL: In April, ROK held its first Careers Carousel of 2021 which saw six industry
professionals from Jelly London, Episerver, Bupa UK, Multiverse, InsideUni and Wasserman deliver
an invaluable insight into a variety of career options to around 180 students from Clapton Girls'
Academy.
ROK-ONLY CAREERS SESSION: The ROK team kicked off our Transitional Programme for Year 11s at
Clapton Girls' Academy. The session, led by Addy Omotajo, Amber Barco, Denise Stephenson, Nadia
Ahmed and Tee Max, provided an overview of ROK as a charity, and an insight into the careers and
journeys of ROK members.
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ROK CREATIVE INDUSTRY DEEP-DIVES: Professionals from Jelly London shared stories of how they
achieved in their goals of working within the creative industry at two separate ROK Creative Industry
Deep Dives, one with the students of Clapton Girls' Academy and another with the students of St
Ignatius College.
ROK CAREERS PRESENTATION: In June, ROK members delivered a ROK Careers Presentation for St
Ignatius College. Over 100 students attended the event, which provided useful insight into the legal
profession, events management and professional photography.
ROK x OPTIMIZELY CAREERS SESSIONS: Digital experience platform software company Optimizely
delivered two sessions for St Ignatius College in July: the first offered an insight into Optimizely as
a business and the respective careers of a Senior Project Marketing Manager and Marketing
Manager for UK and Ireland, while the second saw HR professionals from Optimizely explain the
importance of a good CV, brand and LinkedIn page.
SHARPE PRITCHARD VIRTUAL WORK EXPERIENCE:
Reach: 3 ROK students
As part of its commitment to equality, diversity, inclusion and social mobility, in August, London law
firm Sharpe Pritchard LLP partnered with the Sutton Trust, PRIME and ROK to offer their week-long
virtual work experience placements to students from under-represented and under-privileged
backgrounds.
The firm secured three placements for ROK, and we in turn worked with Clapton Girls' Academy to
provide this opportunity to a small number of its students, who benefited from practical work
experience and a blend of workshops to help prepare them with the skills needed to succeed in a
career in law.

ROK INNOCENT MENTORING PROGRAMME
Reach: 10 students
ROK/Innocent Mentoring Programme: This is an extremely important project for ROK. Being able to
partner with an international drinks retailer and well-known brand was a great opportunity for us as
a charity and even more so for our beneficiaries. ROK was appointed as charity partner by Innocent
Drinks in April 2021 after pitching for the opportunity to run a mentoring programme for the
international drinks company. This is a new 9 month mentoring programme which sees 10 students
from a local school (newly appointed) take part in a programme supported by 13 employees from
Innocent (mentors). The sessions, which are devised and supported by ROK, cover communication and
employability skills, confidence, what to expect in the workplace. The new partnership with Innocent
drinks brought with it a lot of learning opportunities, following several months of negotiating legal
contracts, interviewing and training mentors. ROK was also responsible for contacting, issuing
applications and then interviewing local schools, placing them in a rating system in order to identify
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one which was aligned with our objectives of working with students from and schools located within
diverse and lower-income areas. As well as this, we worked very hard in pulling together content for
and designing a new mentoring programme in its entirety, due to the need to target an older cohort
of students to that which we had previously worked with. This new and exciting programme
commenced in October 2021.
Additional support
Supply of IT equipment
Volume provided: 40 laptops and IT equipment
Sharpe Pritchard, Bupa and Liberty Specialty Markets responded to our call for support to ensure
that students at our partner schools had the equipment they needed to participate in remote learning
during the pandemic, providing laptops, monitor screens and other equipment, alongside vital
financial support.
Financial support provided: £1,000
Redesign of ROK Logo
Reach: 20 students shortlisted
Jelly and ROK logo project: ROK and creative industry agency Jelly London, one of our partner
companies, worked together to launch an exciting project for students at Clapton Girls' Academy,
which saw students take part in a competition to redesign the ROK logo after 10 years of the use of
our previous logo.
The successful student saw their design used on our website, social media and everywhere where
we promote our brand, and the student is in line for some fantastic gifts from ROK and Jelly London!
Here is a comment from the winning student:
"I was really surprised to see my name as the winner. It took me two weeks to create my logo - first
drawing it and then making it on an iPad. I have never done anything like this before and it was a fun
challenge. I would definitely do it again! I am over the moon and so proud that my design is going to
be used to represent ROK and will be seen by lots of people."
Appointment as official partner for Barristers Chambers
Law Together – honouring the legacy of Ian Griffin: We were also honoured to have been
appointed as one of the official partners of Law Together in 2021, a new legal project launched by
Four Brick Court Chambers, an established set of family law barristers based in London.
The project was inspired by one of the last emails issued by the previous head of Four Brick Court
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Chambers, Ian Griffin, who sadly passed away from cancer in October 2020. In one of his last emails
to chambers before he died, he shared his dream that Four Brick Court "could be the most diversely
dynamic set in the inn / Chambers with at least half of the members from underprivileged
backgrounds."
ROK are working with Four Brick Court Chambers to try and realise Ian Griffin’s vision.

Gifting of London Marathon spaces
We were fortunate to secure three places for colleagues/friends to run the London Marathon 2021 to
raise funds for ROK. Two of those places were taken raising £1,171 by the close of the ROK Financial
year.
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ROK’s Impact & Value
We are aware that the Covid-19 pandemic had a detrimental impact on some of our students,
particularly their mental health. The Careers leads at our partner schools confirmed that some
students reported feeling very down about their ability to keep up with schoolwork and achieve their
future career prospects, with work experience placements being removed due to the pandemic. High
levels of Zoom/Teams fatigue was later reported, as well as the inability or unwillingness to initially
communicate with anyone outside of the students’ bubbles.
We therefore had to work very hard, firstly to ensure that our partners made their presentations as
engaging and interesting as possible. As soon as it was safe to do so we also pushed our partners to
consider face to face meetings, which we were successfully able to do through the ROK Mentoring
programme which commenced in October 2021 (outside of Government restrictions). Generally, what
has been the responses to our programmes throughout 2021:

100% of mentees say they would recommend the
ROK Innocent Mentoring Programme to their friends

80% of students across our programmes say they
found the sessions informative and useful.

How are
we doing?

60% of students say they will apply the information
and advice relating to careers provided by speakers

60% find our speakers inspiring

70% of students indicated they would like to see
more time for presentations

We have also been undertaking regular reviews of the students participating in the ROK Innocent
Mentoring programme. The results of the mid-point review from our ROK Innocent Mentoring
Programme are set out below:
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Despite the adverse
impacts of the Covid-19
pandemic, which
resulted in young
people being
withdrawn and lacking
in confidence, we
see a distinct
improvement In the
mentees self-belief since
the start of the
mentoring programme.

FEEDBACK –
MEASURING
PROGRESS
Mentees feedback

Over 90% of mentees
confirmed that
their relationship with
their mentor exceeded
or met their
expectations!

80% of students
Confirmed that the
programme improved
the relevant education
courses available to
them and their
qualifications or routes
available for their
future careers.

FEEDBACK –
MEASURING
PROGRESS
MENTEES FEEDBACK CONT.

Despite some improvements in
how the mentees perceive
themselves and how others see
them, there is limited confidence
in achieving their career goals,
which speaks to the uncertainties
in wider employment and
societal factors following the
pandemic.

We have taken the feedback provided to work to improve sessions, pursuing the running of physical
sessions wherever possible. We are also working with our Careers Leads to ascertain whether we can
have more time in sessions, but this is clearly difficult as they need to fit within the school curriculum.
There is also the challenge of taking students out into industry as there is still a degree of concern over
the Covid-19 pandemic which has not gone away, but we are now having to live with. We therefore
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need to be more flexible on the timing and location for delivery of the programmes, which can often
be a challenge for our corporate partners in terms of finding available volunteers and time in their
schedules. We are working very closely with both sets of partners to minimise any issues which may
result and to forward plan as much as possible.
ROK’s focus throughout 2022/23 is to increase engagement in law and STEM for our students, as
requested by our Careers leads and through insider insights into workforce need.
Our value:
Partner Schools: For our schools we feel that we deliver significant value for them. We work very hard
with them to deliver interesting and engaging sessions, working with our corporate partners to ensure
that what is delivered is exactly what is required. We ensure we brief our partners before going into
schools so that they know what to expect from the students. We are able to bring to life various areas
of employment that would otherwise not be opened to these students. Wherever possible we request
diverse or female professionals for sessions and where this is lacking members of ROK will step in and
deliver a few sessions ourselves so that students can have a tangible reference point (someone from
a diverse or lower income background) that they can identify with and aspire to emulate. We believe
we offer and deliver significant value to our schools by ensuring we offer diversity through race and
gender, but also ensuring we can relate to the young people on a more personal level as we
understand their background, which is our unique appeal.
Here is a quote from the Careers Leads at one of our partner schools:
“Thank you for an amazing series of talks yesterday during our STEM sector evening! The session was
incredibly informative with lots of useful advice for our students, so we are very grateful for your time!
We have already received lots of thank yous from students and I have no doubts about the positive
impact this event has had!”

Corporate Partners: We believe we bring significant value for our corporate partners, who otherwise
would find it extremely challenging to access schools, particularly at this time. We are helping them
to meet their Equality, Diversity and Inclusion objectives (EDI), as well meeting targets set by
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Human Resources (HR) and Communications teams. With the
focus on inequity and injustice based on race being very present in everyday societal conversations,
working with ROK brings significant opportunities to the corporate partners we work with. In light of
the fact that we undertake all the liaising with the schools, plan the events and the session plans and
provide them with the scope for their talks, the pressures which the corporates would have, had they
undertaken the work themselves, is alleviated. When considering work experience and mentoring this
also provides them with the opportunity of identifying future potential talent, which means
considerable savings in terms of time and cost on recruitment and advertising.
Here is a quote from one of our corporate partners:
“Just wanted to say from me what a big difference it has made to us as a business to have ROK
as a partner. Its been such a pleasure to be able to focus our efforts in such a joyful and
rewarding place.”
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Funding/Budget
1 September 2020 - 31 August 2021
A link to our accounts can be found at Appendix 2 of this document.
Total Donations and legacies

(2020/21)

£8,501

This is made up of the following:

Looking back:
fundraising/donations
2021

Bupa Foundation

£

5,000

£5,000 donation has enabled us to support our two schools –
close to 7 sessions paid for (ROK Carousel, x4 industry
sessions (Jelly and Optimizely) and x2 ROK only sessions
(£6022.44).

Liberty Specialty Markets
Donation

£

1,000

FOR IT EQUIPMENT – ST IGNATIUS

Sharpe Pritchard

£

2,330

Operational - £2,000 for running second Career Carousel –
delivered Jan 2021
£330 (individual donations)

London Marathon Fundraising

£

1,171

Operational

We are actively looking at ways in which we can increase donation support and reviewing our funding
model. As we move forward our intention is to appoint a paid CEO, who is able to work at least four
days a week on the strategy and operations of ROK and work towards expanding ROK’s team and
operations (see our section on Ambitions and Long-Term Strategies below).
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Ambitions and Long-Term Strategies
In our 11 years of operating, we have delivered close to 50 ROK careers programmes and eight
ROK mentoring programmes, reaching approximately 5,200 students. We would like to
continue this good work and expand our operations as we move out of the Covid-19 pandemic.
We have an ambitious plan for our upcoming programme of events in 2022/23:
•
•
•
•

Embedding five to ten work experience placements (depending on size) in each of our partner
companies, providing vital work experience opportunities to around 50 students;
Facilitating at least ten careers’ events and Industry Insight Days for our schools throughout
2022/23, with the aim of reaching around 1,200 students;
Supporting a further two industry-led mentoring programmes (based our the ROK mentoring
programme with Innocent Drinks), facilitating mentoring for at least 30 students; and
Hosting the ROK Careers Fairs in STEM and Law, with the aim of reaching around 350 students
for each event.

We also aim to complete the tasks set out in ROK Vision 2020-21 where they are still incomplete.
Finally in terms of strengthening our team and aiding with expanding ROK, we aim to undertake the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Appointment of two additional trustees to the Trustee Board;
Appointment of an Operational/Business Support Manager to support the CEO;
Appointment of a part time internal fundraiser;
Appointment of a social media / Communications Assistant to support the team; and
Diversifying our funding model by applying for trust and foundation funds as well as
standardisation of donation support from Corporates (e.g. through a membership model).
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Micro-entity Accounts 30 August 2021
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ROK (REACH OUT 2 KIDS) LTD

Registered Number 07731076

Micro-entity Balance Sheet as at 30 August 2021
Notes

Current Assets

2021

2020

£

£

7,259

4,922

(1,274)

(1,570)

Net current assets (liabilities)

5,985

3,352

Total assets less current liabilities

5,985

3,352

Total net assets (liabilities)

5,985

3,352

Reserves

5,985

3,352

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

• For the year ending 30 August 2021 the company was entitled to exemption under section
477 of the Companies Act 2006 relating to small companies.
• The members have not required the company to obtain an audit in accordance with section
476 of the Companies Act 2006.
• The directors acknowledge their responsibilities for complying with the requirements of the
Companies Act 2006 with respect to accounting records and the preparation of accounts.
• The accounts have been prepared in accordance with the micro-entity provisions and
delivered in accordance with the provisions applicable to companies subject to the small
companies regime.
Approved by the Board on 11 April
2022 And signed on their behalf by:
Miss D E Stephenson, Director
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ROK (REACH OUT 2 KIDS) LTD

Registered Number 07731076

Notes to the Micro-entity Accounts for the period ended 30 August 2021
Employees
Average number of employees during the period

3

2021
0

2020
0
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This document was delivered using electronic communications and authenticated in
accordance with the registrar's rules relating to electronic form, authentication and manner
of delivery under section 1072 of the Companies Act 2006.
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